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Managing
destinations
and sites
Spas are entities deaoted to enhøncing oaerall well-being through

a uariety of professionøl seraices thøt encourage the rinewøl-of
body, mind and spirit.

(rsPA, 2006b)

lntroduction
This chapter focuses on the management of spas and other health
centres and facilities. This includes some of the generic manage_
ment issues that are common to all forms of health tourism, and
those ¡vhich are specific to different sub-sectors. knportant issues
include the locatiory design and atmosphere of health environ_
ments, as well as more ftrndamental issues relating to organizatiory
HR, operations and quality of service. The need for profer q,,atiflcations and training, regulation of practice and attention to iealth
and safety issues are extremely important. \¡tlhether the service is
medical holistic, psychological or spiritu¿ it can have a powerful
impact on the individual concerned. Although it is possibie to have
r9!xing, pampering spa breaþ many people now go on wellness
-a
holidays with the express intention olchanging thleir lives. This
can be a significant step and requires careful management.

Management of health and wellness tour¡sm
The management of health a¡rd wellness services can be analysed
from h^/o djfferent algles, that is geography ald asset or site låvel.
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Geographical aspects
Health ald wellness services and therefore tourism carr be managed at
national, regional and local level. At nøtional leaelboth national and voluntary organizations can play a role in the management of health and wellness tourism:

"

State authorities and offices often support and control health

ald well-

ness services with the preparation of national health, well¡ress or medical
tourism strategies and develoPment plans. ln these, the main directions
for development are defined. State organizations, such as a department
of health can certify ald monitor services ptoviders in health and wellness, furthermore, state i¡stitutions define parameters based on whicþ
for example, a spring or a cave can call itself a medical asset. To comPlete
the management process, national tourist organizations run research

projects and promotion campaigns supporting the image of the country
(or region) a¡rd its health oriented destinations. Besides in some countries
schemes are in operation (partially) financed by the state or by Privâte
health insu¡ance companies providing support for health oriented trips.
€ Voluntary schemes are also run in marLy countries, through which service providers team up arLd set up associations. The associations cal be
responsible for certification processes (e.g. Wellness Hotels Deutschlald),
lobbying for more recognition or support, or for co-operation in promotion arLd ruming a booking site together.
è Govemnents should also be responsible for Protecting and conserving
national resources and assets from over-develoPment or unsustainable
tourism. This process can also be aided by national or even international

volurrtffy organizations.
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The phrase 'regional management' requires a short discussion about what
would constitute as 'region'. The term region ca¡L be based either on geography (e.g. a valley), on administration (e.g. country) or on cultu¡e. From
tourism ot toudsts' point of view a region can be different from the previously mentioned ones, since visitors conside¡ areas as a region based on
their attractions and related services. How these are organszed, howevel,
would not interest visitors too much. Management at re&b nal leael is trnpor
tart especially in Germa¡r speaking countries, e.g. Germany, Switzerland
and Austria, where health destinations are managed by a speóial destination
marÌagement organization, the so-called,kurdi¡ektion, or,kurgemeinde,.
]he¡9 orggnrzations are responsible for the various managemeniaspects of
health and wellness services, such as a1l elements of marketing, from market researcþ through co-operation to promotion. The partnership is found
by the local/regional govemment arrd the actors involved in service supply,
e.g. hoteliers, spa/bath arrd other athaction owners, caterlng providers, ãti.
The operation of the 'kurdirektion' is financed from the membership fees
paid by members, the tax levied on staying wisitors (so-called ,kuriaxa,),
arld the services the kurdirektion provides for customers.
Another way of managing regions is by creating clusters based on a certain activity in which all interested parties can be involved (e.g. from public, private and voluntary sectors, and local comrnunities).
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Asset and site specific aspects
As we could see earlier, the

assets or attractions for health and
wellness tourism are ruünerous, ranging from site specific assets (e g sea
climate or medical mud) to assets that can virtually be provided anyrvhere
(e.g. massages or self-development programmes). The management at site
or asset leveÌ is therefore more related to physical evidence, to cost structuÌes, to service portfolio or to quality assurânce or the management of
seasonality.

Visitors to aly health service or provider, even to medical services
mainly build their initial decision on trust Tltis trust is often based on
only ã reference by a friend or some pictures and short description of a
website. As we will see in the Marketing ChâPter the mânagement has
to deliver at least up to the level of the promised quality arrd experience'
Should that not haPPen, visitors or patients may never come back.
The ralge of faciìities in question can be quite wide, which translâtes to
very cornplex management issues. Furthermore, it should aÌso be recognized that many facilities can have more than just one focus, for example a
thermal spa carL at the same time be visited by local customers (as leisure)
ald wellness tourists. Some coÍunon issues that somehow affect every
facilitY can be identified:
ø Demand for skilled staft Most of the services and treatments offered in
these health institutions require special skiÌls, trainings and maybe years
of experience. Certairùy, there are huge differences; a retreat may be
dehvéred by one person, whereas a surgical clinic needs a high number
of qualified and experienced staff.
ø Seasonality of demand: Although health tourism is not as much Prone to
high fluctuation as 45 tourism, the high ald 1ow seasons also need special (marketing) management actions. The main seasoÐ however, cal
be different from the summer, that is sPring and autumn can be equaþ
popular seasons for visiting health services. On the other hand, medical
iourism has relatively low seasonality since both demand and supply
can be more easily harmonized, for example with aPPointments, Prescribed treatments or even with waiting 1ists.
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Guests uith little preoious experience: Many guests visiting health services
have little or no knowledge about what he or she is supposed to do during the visit. This ca¡L include problems with procedures and processes
or understanding of what a treatment may actually mear or do.
Deuelopment and running costs. Especially water-based facilities ald hospitals have to face the risk of high running, maintenance, renewal and
replacement costs. Thermal or medical waters can quickty plug up pipes,
which then need either regular cleaning or frequent replacement. Excess
waters are also seen as hazardous waste @ecause of temperature and
mineral content) that needs speciaÌ treatment.

Creating memorable experiences
D'Angelo (2006) notes that spas need to cater for people who are seeking
inclusive approaches to healtþ beaut¡z and wellness. Balance and harmony
are important factors to counteract stressful lives. As mentioned earÌie¡ in
the book, there is something of a renaissance in the interconnectedness of
body, mind arLd spirit. With this in mind" spa directots and marragers need
to provide an environment which is infused with this sense of harmony
and integration. In the past, many spas (especially in the USA, Ausfralia
arLd much of Western Europe) were mainly focused on beauty, pampering,
weight loss, ald fiüress. Now there is a shift back to more natural healing
methods, relaxation and spfuitual principles. It is common to see a blend of
Eastem arLd Westem philosophies and the integration of alternative, traditional a¡rd holistic practices. In additiory there has been a revolution in antiaging products and technology. Cosmetic surgery and age management
have become more mainstream services. Concerns about the health of the
skin have also increased with the hlgher incidences of skin car.Lcer. In some
countries, the healthcare system is deemed inadequate with long waiting
lists afid poor or expensive facilities. The idea of wellness as preventative
healthcare is becoming more common, therefore spas can play a key role. It
is sometirnes reported in the UK that it would be cheaper to spend the rest
of one's days in a spa hoteÌ thal to go to a residential nursing home!
The idea of a wellness or 'lifestyle' centre is becoming more common.
These take a holistic approach to health, blending spa therapies with
nutritionaÌ counselling and programmes, exercise and fitness regimes,
alternatiye medicines and complementary therapies, yoga classes, massage ald psychotherapy. Many wellness hotels are now trying to infuse
the whole business with holistic principles, especially in Germany, Austria
and Switzerlald or in many pmts of the USA where welLness-based lifestyles are well understood.
There are some generic issues which car be relevalt for all wellness
facilities or destinations, as discussed below.

Atmosphere
Creating a relaxing, clean and pleasant environment is of paramount
importarce for all wellness facilíties, but most especially for spas arLd spa
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or wellness hotels, which may also need a touch of luxury (spiritual or
holistic tourists may accept more basic facilities). The use of design, colour, lighting, location of fumiture, degree of natural light, greenery views,
music, or scents can all contribute to cleating a harmonious atmosphere.
Certairùy, most of these qualities are determined during the planning
process. The management may face difficulties when the services and/or
the surrounding environment do not support ol accompany each other.
These mismatches certainly result in sub-optimal satisfaction and consequently lower the optimal revenue level.
Spas or baths to create special atmosphere tend to apply the concept of
crossover, that is blending local and unusual or fat away styles and concepts. The sPa (Taulrus Therme) in Bad Homburg (Germany) for example, rnixed Asian and European bath approaches and now offers a Feng
Shui sauna. Since saunas have become a standard element of any wellness
facility arL 'Asian style sauna' can be surPrising and therefore inviting and
memorable.

FaciÌities can create unique experiences introducing litde (as well as
cheap to run), but unexpected rituals, for example lighting a couple of
incense sticks during the aftemoon around the rest area can create a very
special atmosPhere (not orùy in a yoga retreat but even in a pleasure pool).
Certainly, the outfit wom by the member of stâff carryin8 out the ritual
can make a difference: iust compare the image that was created by an outfit of T-shtt, shorts afld flip-flops and an Asian style Sown completed with
leather saldaÌs. Also, working together wiih other local businesses, offering seasonal fruit to visitors can be taken as a nice thought or gesture.
Atmosphere or more preciseÌy experiences can be created by other
means thal architectural design. [n âny visitor atkaction, wellness visitors
also consume the provided services based on their previous experiences,

knowledge ald expectations. One of the main criteria of intelpretation
(see the works of TiÌdeo 1977; Beck & Cable, 1988; Pttczkó,2006) is to
define the main message of the visit in such a way that can be translated
and urLderstood by most of the visitors. This is not different in wellness
facilities either

Managing visitor's expectations and experience
Visitor's exPectations of a wellness centre or spa wiÌI differ greatþ according to which counûy they come from, their language ald their experience of welhìess facilities generally. For example, the British or Americans
would have a very different understanding of what they would expect
to find in a spa (i.e. luxury, pamperirLg, beaury) from a Central or Eastem
European (i.e. healing waters, physical health checks, medical treatments).
lnformation provision ald marketing is therefore extremely important in
managing visitor expectations. ln some cultures, nudity in spas is the norm
or even a requirement in some areas (e.g. saunas and steam rooms). This is
true of Austria, Germany and some spas in CEE and Scandinavia. However,
for some visitors (e.g. Americans, British, Asians, Southem Europeans) this
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can be rmexpected and even embarrassing. In some cultures (e.g. Firùald,
Japan) men are separated from women when using sauna or spa facilities. In other cultures, lftüed nudity is accepted. Some nationalities are
used to doing activities in groups and are not used to enforced silence (e.g.
Southem Europeans). This can create a certain arnourrt of tension in countries, where spas and well¡ess centres are seen as quiet, restful, sometimes
even spiritual spaces (especially in saunas and stean rooms).
Help may also be needed to guide visitors arourLd spas, as it could be
theù fhst visit or rituals and traditions may differ from those in their home
country. Language may be a barrier where there is little or no translatiory
especially in countries where larLguage can seem completely u¡rfamiliar

(e.g. FinÌand, Japan, China). Visitors sometimes have problems knowing which entrance to use íf there is more than one, which tickets to buy
when there are many options, and might not understând the cloakroom
system (e.g. in HurLgary where a cloak¡oom attendant usually has to be
approached for a locker and key) or the new technology (e.g. in Austria
where the locker system cal be operated using a wristband). Knowing
tust how long to stay in medicaf mineral or thermal waters is not clear to
the inexperienced. Even if 20 min is the recommended time, bathers need
to know how long to rest or whether they should go to a cool shower
after. Just a small information panel outside a bath, sauna or steam room
can be enough to inform visitors, what the recommended length of time
should be.

Spa et¡quette
Resoñs and hotels: Let you sample a little bit of everything - from golf to tennis to sightseeing to horse back riding to water sports to spa treatments. But sometimes these activities don't mix well, and so it helps to know some of the etiquette, even on vacation. The
suggestions below will help you to get the most out of your time at a resod or hotel spa.
Advance book¡ng: As resod and hotel spas often fill up fast, book as far in advance as
poss¡ble.
Medical conditions: If you have any type of medical cond¡t¡on, be sure to mention it when
you book an appointment. Certain treatments may not be advisable for you. Also, tell the
technician if you are wearing contact lenses before you have a facial.
Mix¡ng act¡v¡t¡es and spa-go¡ng: On the day of treatment, try to stay out of the sun and
avo¡d alcoholic beverages. Also don't schedule a physically demanding endeavour after a
spa appointment.
Valuables: ln order to avoid all worries and stress, leave all jewellery and valuables in the
hotel or resort's safe and don't bring them w¡th you to the spa.

Punctual¡tyi ldeally arrive 15-30m¡n early so you can enjoy an unhurried transition into
the spa.
Exploring the facilityi Most resort and hotel spas have more amenities than the average
day spa. On arrival at the spa, check out the activity schedule, so you won't miss anything
that might be of interest.
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Therapistsi lf you prefer e¡ther a male or female therapist, but the spa fails to ask, don't
hesitate to let your choice be known. Also, if you have enjoyed the services of a particular
therapist on a prior visit, feel free to request thai person.
Nudity: fhe idea of going au,aturel is very scary to some people, but don't let that stop
you from enjoying the spa. lf modesty is an issue, call the spa in advance to discuss its
policies and suggestions.
Attire'. ln addition to a swimsuit, bring attire for other act¡vities you plan to enjoy: light,
comfortable attire for f¡tness classes, gear and boots for hikìng, and sneakers for exercise
class along with another pair of comfortable shoes.
Cancellat¡on: Unexpected things do happen, and sometimes it's ¡mposs¡ble to keep an
appointment. lf you must cancel, give the spa as much advance notice as possible.
Commun¡cat¡ng your preferences: Be sure to speak up. All aspects of treatment can be
modified to your taste: amount of light, kind (or absence) of music, room temperature, and
whether or not you choose to have a conversation or enjoy the treatment in silence. lf you
want the therapist to give you a deep massage, or be gentler, let him or her know. Also,
feel free to ask questìons.
Shavrng: lf you must shave, do so at least 2 h before your scheduled appoinlment, particularly if you're a man receiving a fac¡al or a woman receiving any kind of scheduled
bodywork.
Eat¡ng and dr¡nk¡ng: Try not to eat for at least an hour before a treatment, and avoid the
consumption of alcohol on the day of a treatment. Drìnk plenty of water before and afterward, especially if you pìan to take a fitness class or enjoy heat therapy, such as a sauna
or the steam room.
IJsing shared facilities: Before entering a soaking pool, swimming pool or whirlpool;
always shower. When enjoying the sauna or steam, always sit on your towel and wear the
plastic shoes provided by the spa. Women should not shave their legs in the steam room'
PeÉumei Because the emphasis should be on relaxation and because others may be
allergic, it's best not to wear perfume to exercìse classes.
Smoking: For the most part, smoking is not allowed at resorvhotel spas. lf it is, there are
usually designated areas where you can smoke.
Ch¡ldreni A spa ¡s a great place to get a little alone time, so it's best to not to bring children under 16.
Pets: Some animals are welcome at certain resorts but should not be brought to the spa.
Cell phones'. Leave phones and pagers at home or in your room; or turn them off before
enterìng the spa.
Conversation: ln the relaxation room and elsewhere, keep conversations at a low
volume.
Gratu¡t¡esi Ask if gratuities are included, though that is not usually the case. lf not, about

15% ¡s customary.
Eco-awareness. Being respectful of your environment ¡s part of the spa exper¡ence' Use
only the number of towels necessary (Spa Finder, 2008).

Even more sophísticated would be a recommended programme of activities in a sequence, including cooling down, rests arrd water breaks. Below
is an example from Friedrichsbad in Baden-Baden.

.,".ffi
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The 17 stages to well-being
The 17 stages follow the Ancient Roman bathing trad¡tions. visitors are presented with a
map upon arrival, so they can anticipate the elements and stages of the visit. some of the
stages are delivered by a member of staff, that is the given treatment would take exacfly
the length of time promised (the numbers in the l¡st below ind¡cate the location of the given
treatment during the visit).

1. Shower (5min)
2. Warm (air) bath (5min)
3. Hot (air) bath (5m¡n)
4. Shower (smin)
5. Soap- and brush-massage (5min)
6. Shower (5 min)
7. Thermal steam bath (10min and Smin)
8. Shower (5 min)
9. Thermal fullbath (10min)
10. Thermal jacuzz¡s (5 min)
11. Thermal movement bath (5min)

12. Shower (5 m¡n)
13. Cold water dip
'14. Drying-off with
warm towels
15. Cream treatment (8min)
1

6. Rest and qu¡et area

(4 min)

(30 min)

17. Reading room (30min)

Service management
As in all tourism businesses, service in wellness centres or spas should be
professionaÌ, friendly, welcoming and he1pful. Service approach is especially essential in any health operation, since most visitors (or patients)
hand themselves over to the staff (either physically or mentally). Tourists
also expect a certain level of knowledge or expertise about the treatments
that they are paying to teceive. Receptionists and support staff shoutd
be able to inform visitors about treatments available and advise them
what might be suitable. Equally, staff working in restaurants ârrd catering should be able to heþ guests make healthy food choices according
to their individual dietary requirements. The increasing customization of
spas and wellness services means that every individual should be made
to feel special arLd cared for They should not be neglected or made to wait
for long periods in a reception area, or be left feeling uncertain about spa
etiquette (i.e. what should be done once in the spa). This might be difficult
to achieve in a large, chain hotel therefore most welìness land medicat)
hotels tend to be small(er) and run by the owner (family).
Frahx (2007), gives a rather easy clue to spa managers, when she
defines the so-called SAUCE approach to human resource management.
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According to SAUCE members of staff can be categorized into four
Sroups:

*
*

"

.

S Personøliti¿s: The 'S' person is driven by Specific factors and is process and methodology oriented. This person would not generalize and

to use
iustifies with facts, figures and specifics, therefore managers need
data ald specifcs in communication.
A Personalities: The '.a person is driven by Action" get things done
quickly, ar-rd task and result oriented. They are often in a hurry and often
1ãte. They love teamworþ but only if they are in charge. Managers need
to get to the point in communication with them.
Lf Personalities: The 'U' person is driven by Understanding, that is finding things out âs well as being understood. They are intui.tive, visionary
and change oriented. Managers should allow time for processing ideas
and thinking out loud and they should expect questions, challenge and
disagreements from them.
C Personalities'. The'C'person is driven by Connectiorç that is they are
group, relationship and team oriented. They do not like ârguments afld
maragement has to check in with them often (so they know that everything is ok).

Obviously there are many combinations of personaìily: especially

among managers the'S/-{ person often is the most t}?ical; the'A/U'people are the rebels and may soon start their own comPeting business; hiring
some 'A/C'people means that the owners actually ulderstood the imPortance of good management; and the 'S/C'person should not do anything
else but dealing with human resources. In spas or more like in health facilities, managers may find 'S' and'C' personalities easier to manage than
'X or 'IJ' t'?es, since the close connection with guests and patients and
the often delicate matters of these connections requires a workforce that
can follow methods as well as show capabilities of cormection.
A certain level of sensitivity is required on the part of those people
administering services, treatments or courses. Massage therapists should
preserve the modesty of clients at all times, as many people feel very vulnerable before and during a massage, especially one that requires nudity.
Psychological counsellors need to ensure that clients do not go away feeling
too exposed and emotional. Yoga and meditation teachers need to recognize
the sometirnes powerful spidtual impact of their work and ensure participants do not feel confused or upset. Spiritual leaders and gurus especialþ
in India have often been criticized for preying on the vulnerability of tourists who are dÌawn to charismatic Plactices without really understanding
them (Brown, 1998). In some cases, certain medical processes or fitness progmÍìrnes could resr t in Pain or iniury, therefole practitioners need to deal
with both the practical (first-aid elements) and any Peßonal distress caused.
Some holistic centres (e.g. Skyros) recommend that visitors do not make any
major hfe-changing decisions when they retum home (e g leaving their iobs
or partners or going to start a new life) for at Ìeast 2 months. This mea¡s that
the potential impact of some welLness holidays can be extremely powerful.
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Service quality
The (marketing) management aspects of service quality carr be best highlighted by referring to the Service Quality GAP model (e.g. Parasuraman
et a1.,1985). The seven gaps identify the most important probÌems in delivering services, for example, in tourism. As we mentioned on many occa-

sions, health arLd wellness tourism is more prone to service delivery and
production problems than some other forms of tourism.

Gap No.

Description

Causes

Typical S¡tuat¡on in Health
and Wellness Tour¡sm

Customers' expectat¡ons
versus management
percept¡ons

Management does not
understand what the¡r
cuslomers want

Provid¡ng Ayurveda and Thai
massage everywhere when
customers look for local
exper¡ences

lvlanagement percept¡ons
versus service
specif¡cat¡ons

Management knows what
consumefs want, but

Saving money on skilled
staff or number of

e¡ther unable or unw¡lling

employees (e.9. from
therapy department)

to develop and provide it
Service spec¡f ¡cations
versus service del¡very

lvlanagement

lvl¡ssing customer

understands what needs
to be delivered and
appropriate spec¡f ications
have been developed, bul
employees are unable or
unw¡ll¡ng to deliver the

orientat¡on, unmotivated
and ¡nattent¡ve stuff by the
pools, treatment rooms, etc

serv¡ce
Service del¡very versus
external commun¡cation

Company promises
more ¡n its external

Labelling a bathing
establishment as a spa or a

commun¡cat¡on than can
be delivered

med¡cal hotel as a spa hotel

The d¡screpancy between
customer expectat¡ons
and their perceptions of
the servìce delivered

Based on previous
exper¡ences customer
percept¡ons are altered

The discrepancy between

Staff does not understand
what the¡r customers

customer expectations
and employees'
perceptions
The d¡screpancy between

employees' perceptions
and management
perceptions
Adapted from Parasuraman et al. (1985).

want
Management does not
understand employees

[/odified serv¡ce supply or
¡nter¡or design and call¡ng it

'upgrade', that is global¡z¡ng
a local service prov¡der
Cultural, age differences
or d¡fferences ìn health
condition between guests
and staff
Managers expecting the¡r
employees to treat patients
as average guests
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Service quality and regular monitoring of service quality in health tourism is the focus of many organizations all around the world. Various,
mainly voluntary quality assurance initiatives are available for use, for
example:

*

www.Spaaudit.com recommends the ways in which owrlers or mana8ers can do quaìity checks on their ort n. The do-it-yourself secret shopper is a self-administrated system that overcomes a common challenge
faced by spas; how to accurately assess team performance when most of
the service delivery happens behind closed doors (Spa Audit, 2008).
e The European Spas Association (ESPA) has started its own intemational
quality seal, the so-called EUROPE SPA. These criteria '... focus on
safety, hygiene and the therapy i¡frastructure. Aspects such as service,
therapy, wellness, accommodation as well as kitchen and food safety are
addressed in around 400 audit questions' (European Spas AssociatiorL
2007). A mysiery shopper assigned by ESPA carries the audit out,
which then will be awarded for 3 years (and the seal costs the site
1,250€ per year).

e The European Tourism Institute (Germany) that works together with
the European Wellless Institute alalysed the medical spas and destinations of Germaly and provided mainly researchers and operators with
the comparative evaluation of service quality, operation alrd management (EuÍopean Tourism Institute, 2008).

Wellness Hotels Deutschland: Wellness Tree
The 'Wellness Tree' symbol, since 1997, has acted as a mark of quality and a guarantee of ensur¡ng that the label wellness is only used by those hotels which can uphold the
standards required. Every hotel is checked every year. Since 2006, the process of quality
management and assurance has been cedified by the TÜV Rheinland, the quality assurance organization. The main goal of WHD is to contribute to the overall satisfaction of
the wellness guest. Every hotel that aspires for the quality seal, has to fulfil the following
cr¡teria:

*

Tranquil locations in exceptionally beautiful natural surroundings.
star quality with boundless hospitality and a clear emphasis on the wellness guest
Attractive well-kept spas and wellness areas (with pool, saunas, beauty treatments, sport
and relaxation zones, amongst other features).
Fully qualified, friendly siaff in all hotel areas.
Gourmet standard Wellness-Vital cuis¡ne (for those guests who are interested).
Cultural and experiential offers (for those guests who are ìnterested).
Non-smoking rooms and a restaurant which is completely non-smoking.
Environmentally friendly hotel management.

å 4-5

*

"*
.,

"
"r A guaranteed commitment
areas,

on the part of the hotel to ensure and enforce quality in all
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WHD categorizes offers under the following categories:

ô Active and fit

*

Golf

e Well and care
r¡ Time for us
.e Beauty

"

4 seasons (Wellness Hotels Deutschland, 2008).

The rapid development of the market also forced the British

Spa

Association to strengthen its quatty criteria. 'The Waves of Excellence' is
an accreditation system developed to indicate that a spa is offering products and services that the consumer cân enioy with confidence, such as
quality of sewice, ambiance, satisfaction with therapies and treatments,
value for money, professionalism of staff, range of services available, etc.
(British Spa Associatio4 2008).
Visitors, besides the various seals of quality, can learn about sites and
destinations from various sources, for example from:

The many 'World's Best Spas by Readers Awards' by SpaFinder
Magazine, Concierge.com or Condé Nast TravelÌer, etc.
o Tiavel diaries by previous guests, which they share in online virtual
communities (e.9. tripadvisorcom, loneþlanet.com, igougo.com, etc.).

'

Training and regulation
Although we said earlier that skiÌled people are of paramount importance,
many staff are lacking proper qualifications in the fieid of wellness tourism. It is actually possible to 'qualify' as a yogâ teachel, massage therapist or life-coach after a series of short training prograÍunes, sometimes
lasting only a month or a few weekends. The British Wheel of Yoga in
the UK is now therefore only accrediting yoga teâchers who have completed a 2-year intensive training programme approved by the Sports
CounciÌ of Britain. The Government of India insists that true Ayurvedic
practitioners train for 3 years. These are, however, rare examples. Some
practitioners have no training whatsoever, for example, those individua1s who set themselves up in destinations like Goa as yoga or meditation teachers. It seems that mâfly tourists neither know nor care about the
lack of qualifications or regulations (e.g. Smith & Kelly's (2006) research
showed that people only cared about whether or not they liked the
teacher!). This is quite a dangerous pattem, as irreparable damage can be
done to body, mind or spirit through neglectful or uninformed practice.
In the case of medical tourism, it is absolutely imperative that doctors are
properly qualified.
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It is often difficult to identify the relevant qualifications for a 'spa therapist' as they may specialize in one service only (e.g. massage, beauty), but
it is becoming more common for therapists to multi-task as this is more
economical for spas and welhess centres. Thus beauticians might extend
skin care and make-up expertise to mârricures and pedicures. Many massage therapists become aroma therapists or learn different massage techniques. Yoga teachers can offer meditation or Thai massage (sometimes
dubbed 'the lazy man's yoga'). Life coaches may learn different psychological therapies to help clients (e.g. Neuro-Linguistic-Programming).
New accreditations and qualifications may be needed to accommodate
the cross-over skills that are being developed, as many require a seParate
diploma and licence.
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It is rather difficult, however, to assure visitors that the staff are actually skilled and experienced. Of course, 'big labels', that is well-known
brand names can help visitors to overcome Ìack of trust. Wellness facilities and treatments located in international chain hotels (e.9. JW Marriott,

Shangri-La or Sheraton) or signature spas (e.g. Elizabeth Arden's Red
Door) or branded well¡ress centres (e.9. Holmes Place) are less prone to
risks associated with inadequate training or skills. Facilitators, trainers or
therapists without a'good'brand often emphasize the location of their
training (e.9. trained by a guru or ât a famous location), refer to the products they use (especially in beauty spas), the nurnber of years of experience or refer to famous clients such as celebrities (and soon they will make
their own brand) .

Health and safety
Crebbin-Bailey et al. (2005) discuss some of the most important health
and safety aspects for spas, which are equaþ important in other health
facilities, too. These include the health and safety of employees and guests
alike, arrd they need to comply with the different laws and regulations
of a given courrtr¡r There is a need to assess the risk of injury or illness,
hygiene issues are paramount, filtration, purification and disinfection of
waters and facilities are crucial and chemicals need to be stored safely.
Consider only the risks a water-based facility might mean, that is from the
floors of the changing rooms to the poolside tiling.
Food provision also needs to be given health and safety considerations.
Spa employees should be trained in fust aid and know what to do if a
guest has a problem or injury. Typical accidents may be caused by slipping
on wet floors, poor or non-swimmers getting out of their depth in pools,
diving in shallow waters, drinking alcohol before treatments, misuse of
equipment, ill¡resses caused by over-exposrtre to hot temperatures, iffections from under-sterilized waters, long hair or body parts being caught in
water outlets, amongst others.

Quality management systems
The Dostwell project is a European project which shows some of the cu¡rent weaknesses in the quality systems relating to wellness tourism. This

incÌudes lack of common standards and quality criteria, lack of existing
qualifications, lack of efficient co-operations, missing knowledge about
trends in wellness tourism, lack of know-how concerning the expectations,
needs and wishes of potential wellness guests and misuse of the term
welìness (Kögler, 2007). There are some examples of quality systems that
have been put in place in Europe, for example the Alpine Wellness label
(covering curently more than 40 hotels in Aushia, Germany, Switzerland
and Italy), Wellfeeling Switzerland (a Swiss hoiel network), which are
more like marketing tools, and the possibility to use existing quality models such as ISO (tntemâtional Organization for Stardard2ation) or the
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European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM). These operate
more as management systems focusing on organizational and operational
processes. Customers often have to know about the system to appreciate the wellness operator's achievement, but arguably such schemes give
welhess centres, sPas and hotels something to aspire to, clear guideIines for good practice, aÎd enhances their competitive advantage (e.9.
Rheirùand TÜV of Germany has developed a quallty assurance system for
wellless hotels and ESPA created a similar systenl for spas).

Specific management issues for different kinds of spa
D'Angelo (2006) differentiates between tyPes of spas for the Purposes
of developing business and management strategies. Clearly, the way
in which spas are managed will vary somewhat depending on whether
they are day sPas, destination spas, hotel sPas, resort spas, medical spas
or leisure spas. However, ISPA (2006b) suggests that spa-goers on all levels expect that their entire spa visit will be tightly structured, especially
importal-lt duÌing transitional points in their visits, when many spa-goerc
regularly feel uneasy. Being 'trânsported' out of normal waking consciousness is a key marker of a quaìity spa visit. Mid-level and Core sPa-goers
value opPortunities to customize their spa visits as much as possible to
suit individual desires and preferences. Products are not top of mind for
spa-goers, but services are.

The following represents some of the categorizations that are typically
used in the US or Asia, supplemented by discussions of those sPâs that
are more corrunon in Europe (e.g. medical, historic).

Destination spas
Destination or resolt spas usually offer all-inclusive spa therapy or weilness programmes, therefore all elements of the holiday need to have a
healthy dimension to them, includìng the food and dri¡k offered. The
staff would tlpically include a number of medical and healthcare professionals, various theraPists (e.g. massage, beauty) and fitness instructors.
The con¡rection between all elements of the visitor's Package needs to be
u¡rderstood and integrated. Guests may stay for several days or weeks.
ISPA (2006b) notes that spa-goels tend to equate destination spas and
resort/hotel spas in their minds. They need help to link the intentions of
thei¡ destination sPa visits to their everyday lives, and may even seek lifealtering changes at the destination spas. Escape is a strong motive to visit
destination spas, but social and economic pressures often undermine a
spa-goer's ability to escaPe.
In a destination spa the whole stay is characterized by the various elements of the welÌness supply. The location of the facility could be rather
remote, that is the guests cannot eâsily do anything else, but staying in the
spa (e.g. Täbacon Thermal Water Resort, an adventure sPâ in Costa Rica).
However, they may not even want to do anything else, but stay on-site
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This leaves the management with the major problem of how to entertaín
the guests all day long, for many days. The solution is of course easier in
a retreât q4)e of spa, where the number of guests is relatively low at any
time (e.g. up to 40). It is much more difficult to do with a large facility
with hundreds of guest where various cultural programmes should be
organized, for example.

Resort spas
Resort spas may not be so orientated towards complete health and wellness prograÍunes, but will offer the chance to relax and unwind using
some spa facfities, sports and leisure activities. ln general, such spas are
mainly targeted at people who want to enjoy leisure facilities rathèr than
curing specific medical conditions or health problems. The atmosphere
should therefore be one that focuses on ftrn and entertainment rather than
creating a sanitized, medical environment. ISPA (2006b) suggests that the
perception that resort spas are expensive leads to expectations of high
quality experience aftd risk of poor value. Most vacationing tourists and
business travellers do not organize their trips around resort spas, and
business travellers may even want spa experiences that are removed from
vacationers a¡d vacafion culture.

Wellness, medical and spa hotels
Wellness, medical and spa hotels can follow two djlferent shategies. One
would mean that the whole facility serves one purpose, that is the better
health of visitors, whereas the other may mean that some setvices were
added to a 'standard' hotel facility. Certainly, it is easier to manage the first
approach since the whole facility (from fittings donn to heating technology) was planned and built at once. Hotel managers can have a wide range
of tools with which they make the stay of visitors special, that is textiles and
beddings can be eco-friendly or use all-natural materials; drinks and food
in the minibar cal only or mainly present healtþ rarrges; meals can offer
healthy and locally grown options, etc. The room mi¡jbar in AquaDome
Hotel (for example, Langenfeld, Austria) has no alcohol beverages, but
fruit drinks and fruit yoghurts. The minibar is filled up every day arLd free
of charge. In the room (and in the sauna area) locally grown fresh fruits are
offered every day and chocolate, for example 'Mozart Kugel', as a national
speciality, is also a standard element of the fruit basket.
It is anticipated that welLness visitors may represent higher than average spending patterns. In many countries the average room rate achieved
in a 'weÌlness' hotel can be higher than that of standard hotels. This, however, carL be counterbalanced with the higher running, aftd more frequent
replacement costs, especially in those facilities that have their own pool
ard sauna area. The rundng costs of pools arLd saunas are quite significarìt since the water has to be at a certain temperatue and the saulas and
steam rooms should be warmed up regardless of the number of guests
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using them. tn small hotels, therefore, management limits the period during which pool and sauna facilities can be used or they alter the use of
these facilities by allowing men and women at different times.
Specialized hoiel facilities often face the problem, which can be
described using the 'have-or-not-to-have' dilemma, that is should they
offer the services on-site or should they iust 'use' the services available at
a nearby spa. To make this question more complicated they have to make
a skategic decision about allowing (or not) wâlk-in guests into the hotel's
spa facility. Certâirìlt oPting for more guests sounds like a 'pro' in theory
but this may lead to mânaging visitor SlouPs or segments that may not fit
(e.g. by spending capacity, preferred activities, age SrouPS).
One of the key issues in a hotel is how to estimate ald manage dining
demand. In destination or resort spas, guests may not have much option to
dine anywhere else, but a sPa hotel can have a whole tov,/n or many other
hotels and restaurants in the neighbourhood. One of the popular solutions
is to provlde packages with either full- or half-board. This can esPecially be
typical for medical hotels, where the meals can be a part of the whole medical programme, although in other hotels too, whele meals can be themed,
for example introducing local cuisine. The range of dishes provided, however, should fit the services and the travel package. Any inconsistency
wor¡Ìd devalue the experience and the imPact of the stay significantly.
PKF Hospitality Research (PKF-HR) carried out a survey about the
financial performance of hotel spa departments of resort arrd urban hotels
(Mandelbaum & Lerner,2008). PKF-HR Hotel Industry dâtabase stated
that heatments such as massages, body wraps, and facials are the largest revenue (51.3%) for hotel spas. Interestingly clothing and merchandise sales grow the most (20.4%) during 2006. Not so surprisingly, due to
extensive labour requirements, sPa departments achieved Profit margin
ratios less than the average for al1 other operated departments (31.1% and
40.8%, respectively).

It

should be noted that retteat and holistic centes provide on-site

accommodation to guests. Ttris forms palt of the whole experience.
Accommodation needs can range from very basic to lavish faciÌities, and
the personal involvement of guests carL also range from active involvement in meal preparation and clearing up after, to no involvement at all.

Purpose-built recreational spas
Purpose-built recreational spas are often built in areas where there is a
need to provide leisure services or fitness facilities for locaÌ residents. It
is likely that they wilt be visited by local people and tourists aÌike, but
usuaþ for 1 day only or for a few hours. Many such spas do not offer
accommodation and they do not provide different packages. The usage
is mainly recreational, therefore few or no medical treatments will be
offered. Massage facilities and other therapies may be available, but it
is more common that different pools, jacuzzis, sar.¡nas and steam rooms
are the main form of activity. hr Germany, Austria a¡d Switzerland such
spas often exist in mountain areas arid ski resorts, therefore relaxation is a

primary motivation. There may be a separation of facilities for those who
would like quiet relâxation time (e.g. a 'saurLa lardscape or temples' with
many different types of sauna and steam experiences) arLd more family/
children orientated facilities with 'fun waters'. Recreational spas are easily consumed by even those who do not speak the local language, so they
tend to be very popular among toulists.
Spas, however, almost al).where face a major problem, that is, unless
they are extremely unique (e.g. architecture), it is almost impossible to run
a facility profitably. Thls is due to the high development and ruming costs
that cannot be repaid or covered from guests' spending. That is why many
of the spas are managed together with hotel facilities (and the entrarLce
fees are included in the hotel room). Revenue management is as crucial
in spas as in other visitor attractions. Guests can spend money not only
on the entrance ticket(s) but also on catering, renting (e.g. beds or rubber
rings), treatments or products with the spa's very own label.
A crucial tool in the management's hald is the definition of opening
hours. Many segments, such as prospective guests working long hours,
cannot visit the facility duÌing the standard opening hours (9a.m.-6p.m.).
These opening hours would not fit families either Therefore more ard
more spas stay open urLtil 10p.m. or even later, especially on Fridays and
Saturdays. There are a handful of developers and operators, for example
VAMED in Austria, or Starwaters in Germany that specialize in leisure
and recreational spa operations.

Medical spas
ISPA (2006b) suggest that many spa-goers maintain urfavourable and
inaccurate images of medical spas, which are seen as 'last resorts' for
attaining physical states that are seemingly unachievable through conventionâl spa treatments. Medical spas are perceived as posing shortte¡m risks and long-term ulanticipated consequences. ISPA's view is very
much different from that of ESPA since medical spas are well established
and accepted forms of medical facilities in Westem, Southern and Central
and Eastern Europe. However, medical spas face major challenges, since
the often hospital or sanatoriumlike feeling and atmosphere tend to be
less and less appealing and competitive. T1ris of course means the need for
service and architectural developments.
Medical spas are often dependent on govemment or nationaÌ health
i¡surance provided support. [n many countries national health insurance
(partially or totally) finances the so-called evidence-based medicine, that is
medical waters or mud based treatments. Most of the medical spas were
buiÌt in the last 50 years and have been providing services for hospital and
walk-in patients. Since almost in every country nationaÌ health insurers
face finalcial challenges, less arLd less is available for supportirg treatments
in spas. This leaves the management of spas, that are often not private but
municipality led, in financial constrâints. The running costs of medical
spas can be especially higtu since the availability of medical (trained) staff
is essential so are vflious equipment (e.g. for under-water massage).
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Those visitors, who are not ill and their vislt was not prescribed by a
doctor may find it surprising that most of the medical waters have an
identical smell and colour This is because of the mineral content. This
smell can be rather unpleasant and could stay on the skin for mafly hours
after the visit. Therefore sufficient showering facilities must be provided,
since the demand for getting rid of the smell can be very high. Healing
waters may not be transparent and are dark (brown, yellow or black).
Most visitors associate unpleasant experiences with anything that is not
transparent ând they would preferably avoid bathing in these waters.
Med Spas operate under the full-time supervision of a licensed healthcare professional that offer clinical-grade aesthetic enhancement and spa
heatments (e.g. plastic surgery). Treatments blend state-of-the-art medical
therapies with a relaxing spa experience. Not to be confused with a Med
Spa, Medical Spas provide comprehensive welìless and preventative care
that may adhere to traditional Western medical concepts, comPlementary/
altemative philosophies, or a combination of the two. Spa treatments are
incorporated into wellness programs as a beneficial way to reduce stress.

Withman and Fadra (2007) have compiled a short list of what can really make the
management of these Med Spas more eff¡cient:
utilization: Define hours per day occupied for services.
'* Room
Room productivity: Estimate room's revenue per day.

*

Staff productivity: Calculate revenue by staff members versus their salary and any ratio
less than two should be questioned.
* Marketing metrics: Any marketing cost that generates <1.5 times, its costs should be
dropped.
å Public relations: Make plan for actions and allocate funds.
,Ð lnventory: Use computerized inventory management systems and plan actions for those
situations when material used during treatment exceeds 7%o of service revenue and
make sure that your mark up on products for resale is at least double.
G Marketing: Be aware that in the first year of operat¡on, marketing costs can reach up to
20o/o of prolecled revenue and may stabilize at lgyo aIìer.
è Revenue per square foovmeter: Use benchmark data from similar facilities.
Payroll: Target your payroll around 35-40olo of revenue.
Rent and overhead: Consider subleasing space.
"s Think
outside ihe box: Look beyond your core producis and services.
Hours: Chart your revenue hour by hour and consider opening earlier and closing later
on some days.
lnternaì benchmarks: Establish benchmarks for various metr¡cs that are vital to efficiency,
review and disseminate results on regular basis
structure: Financial and Med Spa consultants can significantly change your finan" Costsituation.
cial
* Cut the fat: Your operation can always be more focused ¡n terms of number of l¡nes or
number of supp¡iers you use.
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Historic spas
Historic spas may need to consider issues of heritage management or
conservatiorL as they are often hundreds of years old and cannot accom_
modate large numbers of visitors or necessarily provide for all kinds of
visitors, especially if theh buildings are listed and there are restrictions

on development. They may not be able to support intensive leisure usage,
therefore visitor numbers at arLy one time may be ìimited a¡rd childrãn
may not be allowed to enter.
The ITER-CADSES (2005) European Union financed project highlighted
the main problems for historic spas:

Itaþ Austria, Hungary Romania, Bulgaria and Greece share a com_
mon cultural heritage: historic spas. Starting from the Ancient Greek
and Roman times, these facilities were built in areas where ,the waters,
were thought to have healing properties. Through history kings, popes,
emperort and the nobility made grand entrarces to spa towns, which
became also extremely important from an artistic and iultural point of
view. Nevertheless little has been done to protect this rema¡káble cr¡l_
tural ensemble of culturaÌ arld landscape elements or in other words
ârl extraordinary combination of archaeotogy, chitectme, craft and.
landscape. In the last years spa tourism has come back into fashion and
underwent a radlcal tra¡rsformation into a new market product called
'wellness,. This health oriented mass exploitation has noi bem equally
accompanied by a polícy for the identificatior¡ knowledge and protection
of the concemed historic buildings, conservation aÌeas and hnãscape.
Historic spas ca¡ certainÌy vary and some representatives still can be
found in the following coultries, for example:

"o Austria, Hungary:

Neo-classical

Hungary: Art-nouveau
o ltaly, Germany: Roman-style
o Japal: Zen (onsen)
õ Turkey: Oriental (hamam)

Historic spas are often located in listed buiÌdings and that means con_
shaint for a¡y development. Heritage protection agencies rarely support
the introduction of any new facility ot technologiès if that necessitãted
the modification of the burlding structure or even ã wal or floor (this may
include the introduction of lifts, too!).

Day and beauty spas
Chambers (2006) describes The Resort ard Day Spa Association,s guide_
lines which help consumers to make a distinction between a facili[r that
offers spa services, and a true day spa:

"* A clea¡r, safe, calming ând nuturing environment.
Pdvate treâtment rooms for each client receiving a personal

service.
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Showering and changing facilities for women and men.
Spa robes and shoes for all sizes.
Business licenses: professional, licensed aestheticians and therapists on
staff.

,¡ Professional spa products for which aestheticians and therapists have
received training in their use.

In addition, a range of

massages,

body and facial treatments, steam,

sauna or hydrotherapy, as well as a private fitness trainer, nutrjtionist or
spa cuisine.
Monteson and Sin ger (2004) describe how day spas should operate and
what kind of facilities ihey should have, for example dry treatment rooms
for massage and facials, wet treatment rooms fol body wraps, scrubs, etc.,

hydrotherapy rooms for baths and hydromassage theraPies, a salon for
hair, make-up, nails and an exercise or fitness room There may also be
a retail area or shop. A day spa should provide a staffed reception area
where the staff are dedicated to making customers feel indivldually welcome and cared for. There should be separate mens' and womens' changing rooms, and often separate facilities such as sauna, steam room, hot and
coÌd pools. There is a need to provide customized service to encourage
visitor's loyalty and repeat visitation. The whole experience is thought to
be more important than indiwidual treatments, so the atmosPhere, service,
quality, cteanliness ârrd professionalism will all count for as much. Special
packages ald incentives are ideally created and men may need to be targeted differently from women.
Especially in North-America, the concePt of Medical Day Spa, or Med
Spa, which differs frorn Day Spas by the natue of its services, that is the
medical orientation has recently become more a¡rd more popular.
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Managing holistic centres and sp¡ritual retreats
A holistic centre or retreat may be defined as a purpose built centre which
accoÍünodates its guests for the purpose of learning or improving a bodymind-spirit activity (e.9. yoga, meditation) and perhaps receiving com-

plementary therapies or treatments whilst there. Group programming of
classes is the norm. A retreat wiÌl usually have no other type of tourism/
visitor activity besides that of a holistic nature, but it is likely that they will
vary the progrâmnes, courses and workshops that are offered throughout
the year. Whereas holistìc centres usually offer 1-2 week holidays, spiritual retreats sometimes offer programmes lasting several weeks, even
months. Visitors can be resident in the retreat and help with the operational aspects (e.9. cooking, cleaning, cultivating in the gardeo maintenarLce). Holistic centres charge relatively high prices, whereâs spfuitual
retreats often ask for a minirnal amount or iust accept donations.
A continuum could be said to exist in terms of level of organization and
structure for holistic centres artd retreats. At one end,'ad hoc' reheats offer
relatively unstructured courses and workshops which are 1ow cost. These
typically exist in Asian countdes (e.9. krdia, Thailand, Sri Lanka). Although
the management and operational aspects are fragrnented usually relying
on individual practitioners, the practices tend to be more spontaneous and
authentic. This kind of experience might suit a backpacker or spiritual visitor whose prirnary motivation is the practice itself (e.g. yoga, meditation)
as well as the context. At the other end of the spechum are purpose-built
retreat centres which are aimed more at the middle-aged, middle-class,
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urban 'bum out' market who are seeking ways of re-evaluating ald
re-balancing their lives. They are willing and able to spend large amounts
of money on holistic holidays, which are still simple (e.9. the Atsitsa Centre
in Sk1'ros accomrnodates people in small outdoor huts which are often
shared), but which are well-organized, carefully programmed and staffed
with highly qualified people. The location for such centres is largeþ imrnaterial as the practices are generally 'global' but favoured locations are
beside the sea, in mountains or in quiet, pretty villages
Smith and Kelly (2006) collected details on around 450 holistic centres and
retreats which were then placed in a dâtabase. An in-dePth questiormaire
about the management and operations of the centre was sent to a sâmPle of
400 centres (those which had electronic addresses). AÌthough there was only
a 10% response rate, these came from alÌ over the world. Questions were
asked about the centre itseìf, products, motivations for establishment, Problems and challenges, regulatory issues, finance, marketing, tourism, Iocal
engagement and sustainability. In terms of motivation for setting up a holistic centre or retreat the ânswers could be grouped as follows:

*

Location¡ú mot¡aûtors

(e.g.'I walted to live in Italy', 'I was tired of

London')

a Prøctitioner motioators (e.g.'because we love yoga')
a Altruistic motir.¡afo7"s (e.g. 'to help people find themselves')
dßcotsery motitsators (e.g.' an to fulfil my dharma', 'I had a chronic
" PerconøI
illness and went on a spiritual ioüney')
* Business deaelopment motioators (e.g. 'I saw a population that was lacking
in targeted services')

ln terms of entrepreneurship, mânagement ald operations, most practitioners got no finarcial or advisory assistance. They mereþ decided to
go with the establishment of a centre based on lifestyle issues and a strong
instinct that it was their destiny to do so. There was a varied response to
the idea of 'regulaiory issues' with many centre managers unconcemed
about the regulation of staff and their qualifications. Instead, they claimed
to understâ¡rd something of health and safety and insurance. Maly centres also offer aftercare to guests, but it is variable in quality Marketing is
largely web-based and word-of-mouth, ald not all centres use tour operators, in fact, many do not see themselves as part of tourism at al1! As stated
by one practitioner: 'Tourism generally does not ulderstand the essentiâIs
of what we do'. MarLy centres operated almost in isolation from the local
area, especially when the centte managers were foreign (a frequent phenomenon), which meant that the degree of sustainabiÌity was not high:

food/drnk-27%
"ñ Use of local
Cultural excursions - 22Yo
* Use of local t¡ansport - 16%

6 Employment

of local staff

-

20%

* Cultural courses - 157o
* (e.g. language cookery, handicrafis)
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a centre include the problem of seasonality,

the high staff costs if hiring trained experts, the adririnistration office often

being located outside the centre, the limited capacity of most centres, the
expense of marketing and increasing competition.

Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated clearly the complexity of managing health
and wellness tourism from the protection of-natuial assets ihrõugh to

the regulation of staff and services. It is often easier to develop Èealth
and wellless products and to promote them, than to manâge the quallty
of facilíties ard ¡esources. There is a need for a degree of iafionai 1evel
intervention for the conservation of national assets ãs well as regulation
of the tourism industry and health ptactitioners. Regional quahÇ assur_
ance organizations and networks can help to standardize provision and
to. share examples of good practise. Resort arLd site level rnanagement is
often dependent on pdvate individuaÌs or companies, who/wiich may
or not be experienced in health tourism manágement. However, visi_
tors in this sector need to be provided with high quality experiences and
safe products, whilst being cared for and nurtureá by well-qualified and
t¡ained staff. This is the main goal of health tourism dóstinatións and bus!
nesses otherwise their long-term prognosis will be an¡hing but heatthy!

